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Abstract
We propose that enterprise PKI users should delegate asymmetric cryptography operations to an online
trusted third party maintained by their enterprise, thus freeing themselves from the burdens of owning key pairs or
interfacing with PKI. Users would authenticate to this third party (which we’ll call a delegate server) and then request it to sign and decrypt data on their behalf with its own private key and encrypt and verify data with the public
keys of other users or other delegate servers. A delegate server would thus be like a CA in that it represents a group
of users but like an end-entity in that it signs and decrypts using its own private key and encrypts and verifies using
public keys which it has calculated certificate paths to. To bind encryptions and signatures performed with delegate
server keys to particular users we suggest two approaches, one using XML security standards, and one using what
we call signature operation certificates which are signed by a delegate server and bind a hash value to a signing user,
and encryption operation certificates which are encrypted to a delegate server and bind a symmetric key to an intended decrypting user. These operation certificates have several benefits, and so we propose that conventional PKI
end-entities as well as delegate servers could use them to encapsulate signatures and encryptions, and that current
PKI protocols could be modified to support them. If this was done, enterprises could individually choose whether to
utilize delegate servers or conventional PKI. In many situations a delegate server infrastructure would be easier to
deploy, easier to use, and easier to integrate with applications, and would offer advantages in security, extensibility,
and efficiency.
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credential should only be used between a single pair of
users, and scope in that these methods can only secure
interactive traffic, and thus cannot be used to encrypt or
sign data such as emails or files. Attempts to solve the
scalability problem involve clients authenticating once
to a "single sign-on" service with their primary credentials and then receiving secondary credentials that they
can use to access other services. This approach represents the current cutting-edge of authentication techniques, particularly on the web where it is being pursued by Microsoft Passport[7], the Liberty Alliance
Project[8], and the SAML XML specification[9].
The second front on which cryptography is
being deployed is known as public key infrastructure
(PKI). This technology assumes that every client
should possess a long-lived asymmetric key pair[10].
The public key can be shared with different parties,
which can then authenticate the private key owner, verify the owner's signature on a piece of data, or encrypt
data that only the owner can decrypt. A single key pair
thus allows point-to-many instead of just point-to-point
security, and can be used to secure both interactive and
noninteractive communications. These characteristics
enable certificates[11]: a user Alice could sign Bob's
public key along with Bob's name, thus producing a
certificate which could be published in a public direc-

Introduction

The deployment of cryptography on modern
computer networks is proceeding on two fronts. The
first is the use of cryptography to achieve authentication. Users log-on to workstations, networks, and
networked applications using credentials such as
passwords, one-time password devices[1,2], smartcards
containing private keys, or biometrics[3]. Cryptography either provides encryption to protect the
transmission of the user's credentials (e.g. SSL[4] for
website passwords), or provides credentials-presentment protocols with various intrinsic degrees of
security (e.g. SRP[5,6] for passwords, or SSL with
client authentication for private keys).
These authentication and session-establishment protocols are easy to use for both the credentialspresenting and the credentials-verifying parties, and
thus are widely deployed. Such methods are not, however, sufficient to fulfill the promise of cryptography.
Ideally a cryptographic infrastructure would be capable
of providing confidentiality and authentication to both
interactive and noninteractive communications amongst
large groups of users1. Compared to this, authentication
methods (with the exception of asymmetric key pairs)
are limited in both scale and scope: scale in that a single
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and PKI systems is complex and difficult to standardize. End-user software must interact with the PKI to
perform management operations such as obtaining, revoking, renewing, archiving, and recovering the user's
certificate and key pair, and also to construct and validate certificate paths to other users' public keys. These
operations require knowledge of the PKI's management
protocols, directory architecture, trust topology, certificate formats and profiles, certification policies, and
revocation/validity-checking methods, among other
things. Each of these provides an axis along which
PKIs can and do vary. As a result, PKI end-user software tends either to provide lowest-commondenominator support for PKI or to be tightly coupled to
a particular vendor’s products or even a particular deployment, yielding systems that are either underfunctional or overly rigid and brittle.
Fourth, end-to-end path construction is inefficient: every user’s certificates and revocation data must
be made accessible to every other user in a timely fashion, and every user must compute the paths between
himself and every other user with whom he wants to
communicate. The first requirement necessitates a
high-performance and high-availability distributed directory that will be difficult to scale to large communities of geographically dispersed users. The second requirement results in redundant computations of potentially lengthy and complex paths.
A few observations about the enterprise environment will suggest a way to remedy these flaws.
PKIs are generally deployed to support users who
communicate under the aegis of enterprises (meaning
businesses or similar organizations). In these enterprises there are authentication methods already deployed to control access to networks and workstations;
there is trust between members and their enterprise, and
between enterprises and each other; there are administrators capable of configuring and maintaining networked services for enterprise members; and there are
private networks offering reasonably high performance
and reliability, and some measure of protection against
outsider attacks.
In such environments, we believe the authentication and PKI uses of cryptography should be hybridized in the form of a networked service, hosted by an
enterprise for its members, which users could authenticate to and request to perform asymmetric cryptography
on their behalf. More precisely: users within an enterprise would authenticate to a locally-provided delegate
server (DS) which would possess a key pair and would
interface with a PKI system whose end-entities would
include both individuals and other DSs representing
other enterprises. To produce a signature on a document Alice would send her DS a cryptographic hash of
the document, and the server would sign this hash along
with an attached statement that says "this was presented

tory or carried around by Bob, and which would convince anyone who trusts Alice that Bob's public key
really belongs to him. Bob can issue certificates to
other users as well; the certificates issued amongst a
group of users comprise a directed graph, and if one
user can compute a path from himself to another then
he can determine that other user's public key and use it
to secure communications between them. Often a specialized entity known as a certificate authority (CA)
will assume responsibility for issuing, revoking, and
publishing the certificates for some group of users. A
system of cooperating CAs, directories, and other supporting services are what we collectively refer to as
PKI.
PKI appears to meet our requirements for
cryptographic infrastructure, yet attempts to deploy it
over the last decade have met with strikingly little success. Even within a single enterprise, PKI rollouts are
often expensive and time-consuming, and result in
stovepipe systems unable to interoperate with each
other, integrate with new applications, or evolve to
meet new demands and incorporate new technologies[12,13,14,15]. Some feel these are growing pains
that will disappear as the technology matures, but we
will argue that they instead reflect several systemic
flaws in the PKI vision:2
First, private keys are difficult for people to
use and easy for attackers to abuse. Private keys are not
memorable like passwords, derivable from the person
like biometrics, or enterable from any keyboard like
one-time passwords. They are instead typically stored
in a file on the user's computer, stored on smartcards, or
stored at a server that delivers them to the user on request[16]. These approaches have various deficiencies
in terms of portability, universality, and security. Security concerns are aggravated because private keys can
be stolen and abused offline (i.e. without generating an
audit trail).
Second, trust relationships are difficult for
people to manage. If a global PKI had materialized,
with a single CA at the root of a certificate hierarchy,
then this would be a non-issue: each user would simply
configure his software to fully trust the CA's public
key. Instead many different CAs exist, some public and
some private, and in some systems (such as
PGP[17,18]) users can issue certificates to each other as
well. Faced with such a fragmented trust environment,
users must configure their software's trust list with the
"trust anchors" from which to begin computing certificate paths, by first importing and verifying these anchors' public keys and then indicating to what extent the
user trusts each anchor or over which names the user
considers the anchor authoritative. These procedures
are complicated yet security-critical, and users rarely
understand or perform them well[19].
Third, the interface between end-user software
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to argue that DSs make large-scale cryptographic infrastructure feasible. In the next section we will take a
step back and develop a more abstract understanding of
the problems and methods of cryptographic infrastructure. In section three we will apply this understanding
to the real world to show why delegated cryptography
makes sense. And in the final section we will consider
how current cryptographic protocols and data formats
could be retrofitted to support this technique.

by Alice", and return this signed message to Alice who
would embed it in the document. To encrypt a document to Bob, Alice would send her DS a symmetric
document encryption key and the name Bob, and the
DS would encrypt the symmetric key along with an
attached statement “this is intended for Bob” using
Bob’s public key or the public key corresponding to
Bob’s DS. When Bob received these secured documents from Alice he would extract the messages that
came from Alice’s DS and either process them using
his own private key or forward them to his DS. If the
latter, his DS would verify or decrypt these messages
and then examine the attached statements, and either
confirm that it was Alice on whose behalf the signature
was produced, or release the document encryption key
after verifying that it was indeed intended for Bob.
This approach addresses the first flaw in PKI
by using convenient authentication methods, instead of
private keys, to access a server which can monitor all
events for intrusion detection and response purposes. It
addresses the second and third flaws by centralizing
trust relationships and PKI software at the organizational instead of individual level, where they can be
managed at a single point by qualified staff. It addresses the fourth flaw by associating certificates and
key pairs with enterprises instead of individual users,
thus reducing the volume of certificates and revocation
data that must be distributed and the length of paths that
must be computed. It also centralizes path computation
at servers where its cost can be amortized across large
groups of users.
One drawback of this approach is its reliance
on communication between users and DSs. This raises
issues of performance and availability, and also raises
the spectre of denial-of-service and traffic analysis attacks[20], but the characteristics of enterprise networks
we mentioned above should mitigate these concerns.
Another drawback is the potential security risk and performance bottleneck of performing all asymmetric operations for an enterprise at a single point. We believe
that adequate security can be achieved by choosing an
appropriate lifetime and strength for DS key pairs and
by confining sensitive data at the DS to a secure coprocessor[21,22], and that adequate performance can be
achieved with appropriate hardware or techniques such
as caching Diffie-Hellman key agreement values. A
third drawback is that having DSs involved in all cryptographic operations may raise privacy concerns, but it
provides compensating benefits such as centralized
auditing, fine-grained access control, and instantaneous
user revocation. A final drawback is that current cryptographic protocols and data formats were not designed
with DSs in mind, but we believe that an elegant extension to the notion of certificates will make it easy to
retrofit DS support into current PKI systems.
In what follows we will expand on these points

2

Cryptographic Infrastructure

For our purposes, the basic situation of cryptographic infrastructure is this: there is a graph consisting
of nodes linked by communication channels, where a
node could be a machine or a person, and a channel
could be such things as a trusted courier, a computer
network, or even just a stretch of time. Some of these
channels are physically secure. Others may be subject
to passive attacks, where an adversary eavesdrops on
the messages going back and forth; or active attacks,
where an adversary alters, deletes, and adds messages.
It is desired that certain communications between nodes
be confidential and/or authenticated. By confidential
we mean that an adversary cannot determine their contents. By authenticated we mean that an adversary cannot delude one party to a communication as to the other
party’s identity.
Physically secure channels are not subject to
attacks and are thus both confidential and authenticated.
Otherwise passive attacks can violate confidentiality
and active attacks can violate authentication. To ensure
these properties on channels subject to these attacks the
nodes must code their communications using cryptographic algorithms. These algorithms can be used to
protect either noninteractive messages (i.e. selfcontained units of data sent from one node to another)
or interactive sessions. Interactive sessions allow the
use of cryptographic protocols which make certain security properties easier to obtain; in particular, DiffieHellman key exchange[10] can establish confidential
sessions between any pair of nodes, thus making authentication the only difficulty in the interactive case.

2.1 Cryptographic Data
With the exception of Diffie-Hellman key exchange, the algorithms and protocols used by two nodes
to provide confidentiality and authentication require
that certain related cryptographic data be used as inputs
by both sides. We can classify these data as credentials,
symmetric keys, or asymmetric keys. Credentials involve a data source possessed by one node (such as a
password, one-time password device, eyeball, etc.) and
credentials-verifying data possessed by another node
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(such as the password itself, a hash of the password, an
SRP verifier[5,6] of the password, an iris code[23],
etc.). Credentials either possess low entropy (passwords), imprecision (biometrics), or time-variance
(one-time password devices), and thus can only be used
to authenticate interactive sessions (i.e. they can’t provide message security). Certain credentials, such as
passwords, can be used in conjunction with zeroknowledge password protocols[5,6,24] that provide
mutual authentication between nodes. Otherwise, the
credentials need to be presented from one node to the
other, which can only be done securely if the credentials-presenting node has already authenticated the credentials-verifier.
Symmetric keys possess high entropy, and
thus a pair of nodes sharing a symmetric key can exchange confidential and/or authenticated messages and
establish confidential and/or authenticated sessions.
Asymmetric key pairs consist of both a private and public key. The private key should be kept secret by its
owner, but the public key could be shared with many
other nodes, which makes this type of cryptographic
data intrinsically different from both credentials and
symmetric keys, which can only provide security between a single pair of nodes (if these data are shared
with more than two nodes, the excluded parties to any
communication relying on these data could launch passive or active attacks on the communication). Source
authentication can be provided to messages travelling
from the private key owner to a public key possessor,
and confidentiality can be provided to messages travelling in the opposite direction. The private key owner
can also authenticate himself interactively to a node
possessing the public key.
Pulling this together, nodes can generate cryptographic data and then exchange them with other
nodes over secure channels, then leverage these data to
add security to vulnerable channels. Credentials or
symmetric keys must be exchanged over confidential
and authenticated channels; otherwise the adversary
could intercept or forge the data, and later on launch
attacks. Public keys can be exchanged over authenticated but nonconfidential channels, since secure use of
asymmetric cryptography does not depend on the secrecy of public keys. The value of all this is that a secure channel which may be too transient, performancelimited, or costly to use for regular communications can
be used to bootstrap security on a more convenient but
vulnerable channel.

2.2 Trust
Now it may happen that nodes desire a secure
channel, but do not have any physically secure channel
with which to bootstrap a cryptographically secure one.
In this case, they may have to trust a third party. For

example, if Alice wants to send a secure message to
Charlie but can’t do so directly, she may have to entrust
this message to Bob. But just how far do Alice and
Charlie trust Bob? If Alice sends the message directly
through Bob, and Charlie is willing to believe Bob
when Bob says “Alice sent this”, then Bob is clearly in
a position to read, alter, and forge messages from Alice
to Charlie. Alternatively, Alice could give Bob a symmetric key to give to Charlie, then communicate with
Charlie herself on a separate channel, but since Bob
knows the symmetric key, he could still launch passive
or active attacks on this channel, so we won’t consider
this method as requiring significantly less trust in him.
A third alternative is for Alice and Charlie to exchange
public keys through Bob. Bob could perform a man-inthe-middle attack here, giving Alice and Charlie false
public keys so that he could read and forge their messages, but if he doesn’t want to be found out when they
try to communicate he will have to launch an active
attack where he makes it appear as if the messages were
actually processed using the appropriate public keys. If
Bob’s diligence in these attacks flags, or if Alice and
Charlie acquire a communication channel that Bob
can’t attack, then it is likely that they will discover his
perfidy.
So we can roughly say that Bob is either completely trusted (meaning Alice and Charlie accept that
he can read or alter their communications without detection), or partially trusted (meaning Alice and Charlie
accept that he can only read or alter their communications if he falsifies the key exchange, and that he can
only keep this from being detected by launching continuous active attacks on their communications). To
clarify the overall picture, we can imagine that each
node maintains a table of trust relationships, each of
which consists of some cryptographic data and a list of
names3 with associated trust values. For example, Alice might have a trust relationship indicating that Bob’s
symmetric key is completely trusted for Bob but only
partially trusted for Charlie. The trust table contains
both primary trust relationships, which the node axiomatically trusts, and derived relationships, which are a
consequence of communications that were secured under some other relationship.
For example, when Bob sends Charlie’s public
key to Alice, Alice will add it to her trust table as a new
trust relationship, but if Alice laters discovers that
Bob’s key was compromised, or decides that she no
longer trusts Bob to vouch for Charlie, then the relationship containing Charlie’s public key and any relationships derived from it will be invalidated. As another example, asymmetric cryptography is expensive.
When Alice establishes a secure session with Charlie,
she will likely not encrypt all her messages to him using
his public key but might instead verify his signature on
a Diffie-Hellman public value as a prelude to establish-
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ing a session key, which she will consider as a trust
relationship with Charlie for the duration of the session.

2.3 Trust Derivation
The point of the above is that a cryptographic
infrastructure can be analyzed in terms of both its static
structure of primary trust relationships and the procedures it uses to build and utilize a dynamic structure of
derived trust relationships. To make this more concrete
we’ll examine PKI:
A classic, X.509-style PKI[25,26,27] consists
of end-entity nodes and CA nodes. End-entities and
CAs have key pairs, and end-entities have trust relationships with certain CAs wherein they partially trust
the CAs to vouch for certain other end-entities. CAs
express their trust relationships with each other and
with end-entities in the form of certificates, which they
make available in a directory (which is equivalent to
broadcasting them to all end-entities across an unsecure
channel). A certificate is an authenticated message
from a CA which asserts a trust relationship. This trust
relationship contains a public key and expresses complete trust in an end-entity name if it is an end-entity
certificate, or expresses partial trust in a set of endentity names if it is a CA certificate. When an endentity examines a certificate which comes from a CA
whom the end-entity trusts, and references some names
which the end-entity trusts the CA to vouch for, the
end-entity will add a new, derived trust relationship to
its table consisting of the certificate public key and
those names. When an end-entity wants to communicate with another, it will search in its trust table for a
completely trusted relationship with the other end-entity
and use the corresponding public key.
Now since CAs don’t participate directly in
end-entity communications, all derivation of trust relationships is performed by end-entities themselves. Furthermore, since complete trust is only granted to endentity public keys whose corresponding private key is
assumed to be held by the end-entity himself, Alice has
only one choice when she wants to send a confidential
message to Bob: she must derive trust in his public key
and encrypt the message to it. One theme of this paper
is that there are alternative infrastructure choices worth
exploring. In particular, imagine replacing the CAs on
the trust path between Alice and Bob with online nodes
and changing the trust relationships along this path to
involve complete rather than partial trust. Alice could
still derive a trust relationship with Bob and encrypt to
him if these nodes published certificates, but she could
just as well encrypt and send the message to the next
node along the trust path, with an attached statement
that says “please forward this to Bob”. If each node did
the same the message would get to Bob securely without any derivation of trust relationships at all.

More abstractly: given any network of trust relationships, nodes could always securely communicate
with other nodes by relying on the involvement of intermediaries. Derived trust relationships are a way for
endnodes to improve this process by relying on intermediaries to securely communicate a trust relationship
once which the endnodes can thereafter use directly.
This enables partial instead of complete trust in intermediaries when the derived relationship involves public
keys, and more generally improves the performance,
security, and availability characteristics of an
infrastructure since the overhead of constantly
contacting the intermediaries is removed, and they are
also (at least to some extent) removed as potential
points of failure or attack.
From this perspective, the PKI decision to
minimize interaction with intermediate nodes seems
well-founded. But there are costs associated with endto-end derivation of trust relationships as well: for one,
if multiple end-to-end paths share an intermediate path
segment, having each endnode calculate a trust relationship across that segment is redundant. For another,
end-to-end derivation requires each endnode to be capable of communicating with every other intermediary
in the infrastructure; this level of compatibility might be
difficult to achieve in a heterogenous infrastructure, and
the amount of communication required could be expensive in a large or geographically dispersed system. Finally, an intermediary node might desire to control an
endnode’s ability to communicate securely, so as to be
able to monitor the endnode’s cryptographic activities,
and instantly revoke the endnode’s access if necessary.
This is not possible if trust paths can be derived between the endnode and other nodes that exclude the
intermediary. Clearly, weighing all these factors to
select and locate trust derivation mechanisms is a challenging job, and much of our argument centers on the
claim that conventional PKI has done this poorly.

2.4 Design Methodology
At this point we can suggest a methodology
for designing cryptographic infrastructures. First,
nodes and channels should be identified, and channels
should be classified as either secure enough to use for
establishing primary trust relationships or as vulnerable
and in need of cryptographic protection. Nodes should
then be assigned cryptographic data sufficient to their
capabilities: asymmetric key pairs if they are capable of
managing these and shouldering the computational burden, credentials or symmetric keys otherwise. We
should assume nodes will distribute these data to each
other and assign trust in them, thus establishing their
primary trust relationships. Finally, mechanisms should
be deployed to support the derivation of trust relationships. These should be placed so as to maximize the
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gains acquired by removing the involvement of intermediaries while trying to avoid requiring derivations be
performed from nodes where this would be difficult or
expensive, or where it would remove nodes that we
would prefer to remain involved. We will apply this
methodology in the next section to analyze the application of PKI to enterprise scenarios and to develop our
suggestion for a more effective approach.

3

Delegate Servers

We are using the term ‘enterprise’ for any organization that has the following characteristics: the
organization has a number of members and an administrative entity (or perhaps multiple entities, arranged in a
hierarchy); the members would like to have secure
communications with each other and with people outside the organization across vulnerable computer networks; the members trust the administrative entity to
vouch for the identity of everyone with whom they
communicate, and they also trust that it will not read,
modify, or forge their communications illicitly; each
member has some sort of secure channel with the administrative entity, even if this is only the ability to
walk into the administrator’s office and talk to him; and
the administrative entity has the resources to operate a
networked service for the benefit of its members.
In the previous section we presented a methodology for designing cryptographic infrastructures. In
the first section we presented a number of criticisms of
PKI, and presented an alternative approach using what
we called delegate servers. We will now apply our
methodology to the enterprise scenario, showing stepby-step the construction of a DS-based infrastructure,
and highlighting how it differs from conventional PKI.

3.1 Credentials vs. Private Keys
First, we must identify nodes and channels.
Clearly each member of an enterprise is a node, and we
will make each enterprise’s administrative entity a node
as well (or perhaps a hierarchy of nodes, if this reflects
administrative relationships more adequately). Computer networks will provide channels between all nodes
which are subject to both active and passive attacks, but
we will assume that there are low-performance but
physically secure channels between enterprise members
and administrative nodes, and that there are lowperformance channels protected against at least active
attacks between certain administrative nodes, whether
belonging to the same or different enterprises.
The next step is to assign cryptographic data to
nodes. The PKI approach is to give each administrative
node a key pair and call it a CA, and give each person a
key pair and call him or her an end-entity. Since key

pairs are the most powerful form of cryptographic data,
and since administrative entities can presumably install
their private key once on a high-performance system
and be done with it, we concur in giving key pairs to
administrative nodes. We will call those administrative
nodes that have direct trust relationships with enterprise
members DSs, and those which only have trust relationships with other administrative nodes (in a bit of foreshadowing) CAs. As for enterprise members, we reject
PKI’s assertion that key pairs are the best form of cryptographic data for them. Instead, we feel that authentication credentials such as reusable passwords, one-time
passwords, and biometrics are generally easier for the
enterprise to deploy and easier for people to use.
Moreover, authentication credentials are widely deployed: password authentication systems such as Kerberos[28,29], RADIUS[30], LDAP[31,32], or various
other Unix and Windows logon systems exist on most
corporate networks, and a vendor recently shipped more
than ten million of their one-time password devices[33].
The DS infrastructure will thus assume only that people
have some way of authenticating themselves to a service; we will let each enterprise, or perhaps even each
person, decide precisely which authentication method
they prefer. Since authentication credentials can only
provide point-to-point secure sessions instead of pointto-many secure sessions or messages like asymmetric
key pairs can, this decision will have substantial ramifications. Before moving on, let’s examine it carefully.
To compare credentials against private keys
we need to consider both ease of use and security characteristics, since these tend to trade off against each
other. For example, a general difference between authentication credentials and private keys is that the former can only be used online and the latter can be used
offline as well. Offline support is an occasional convenience for the user, particularly when travelling, but
it’s an even greater convenience for attackers, since
they can steal a private key and use it without generating an audit trail or monitorable events. Since there are
ways the DS approach could allow a limited degree of
offline operation, we consider the offline exploitability
of private keys a serious deficiency. To compare credentials and private keys more closely we will examine
three dimensions: portability, universality, and vulnerability. By portability we mean the ease with which a
person can carry the data with him. By universality we
mean whether or not the data can be used with any
computer or whether the computer requires special
hardware. By vulnerability we mean how easily the
data can be stolen, taking into particular account active
attacks on authentication protocols and local attacks by
software or hardware on the user’s machine. We will
consider three authentication methods versus three private key storage methods: memorized passwords, onetime password devices, and biometrics, versus private
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keys stored in files, smart cards, and servers.
Memorized passwords are highly portable,
universal since their entry only requires a keyboard,
relatively invulnerable to active attacks since they can
be used with zero-knowledge password protocols[5,6,24] but might be vulnerable to online guessing,
and vulnerable to local attacks since the password must
be entered and stored in memory somewhere.
One-time password devices[1,2] are reasonably portable, universal since entry of the password only
requires a keyboard, invulnerable to active attacks since
they can be used with zero-knowledge password protocols and have enough entropy to resist online guessing,
and invulnerable to local attacks since the device secret
is not exposed to the local computer.
Biometrics[3] are extremely portable, not universal since their entry requires special hardware, vulnerable to active attacks since they cannot be used with
zero-knowledge password protocols, and vulnerable to
local attacks since the biometric value is typically exposed to the local computer; also, attacks are unusually
damaging since once compromised a biometric cannot
be changed.
Private keys stored in files are difficult to
transport, universal since the file could be copied to any
computer, and highly vulnerable to local attack since
the private key file can be stolen at any time, not just
when the user is performing an operation.
Private keys stored in smart cards are reasonably portable, not universal since not all computers have
smart card readers, and reasonably invulnerable to local
attack since the private key is contained within the card
and probably only vulnerable to hardware attacks such
as timing or power analysis[34,35], or glitching[36]).
Private keys stored on servers and delivered to
authenticated users are as portable and universal as the
underlying authentication technique, and are vulnerable
to local attacks.
In sum: storing private keys on the file system
is inferior in our metrics to downloading private keys
from a server, assuming a universal authentication
technique is used. So with private keys, we essentially
must choose between a nonuniversal solution reasonably secure against local attack (smart cards) and a universal solution vulnerable to it (server delivery). With
authentication techniques, we can choose a solution that
is both universal and secure against local attack (onetime password devices). Since there is no single metric
or combination of our metrics in which private keys are
superior to authentication credentials, since private keys
can be exploited offline, and since authentication credentials are already widely deployed, we believe that
enterprise cryptographic infrastructures should be designed for people with authentication credentials (including private keys) instead of solely for people who
have private keys.

3.2 Delegated vs. End-to-End Derivation
Now that we’ve assigned cryptographic data
we can assume nodes distribute these data to each other
along secure channels. In the PKI case that means all
nodes share their public keys with those whom they
want to be trusted by and then construct primary trust
relationships: CAs will trust end-entity keys completely
for the end-entity’s name, and all nodes will trust CA
keys partially for the set of end-entity names over
which they consider each CA authoritative. In the DS
case the only differences are that people share their
credentials-verifying data with their DS instead of sharing their public keys; that if the authentication protocol
for a given credential provides mutual authentication,
then the person constructs their trust relationship with
the DS in terms of that credential instead of the DS’s
public key; and that all trust extended to DSs is complete instead of partial.
Now that we have a structure of primary trust
relationships, we must specify the mechanisms whereby
this structure is used to secure communications. In a
PKI system CAs publish their primary trust relationships as certificates, then do nothing further. Endentities retrieve these certificates and use them to derive
trust relationships with other end-entities’ public keys
which are then used as inputs to cryptographic algorithms and protocols. We earlier criticized this approach because it exposes end-entity software to the
specifics of all the PKI systems and data formats in a
potentially large and heterogenous infrastructure, and
because it requires the distribution of significant
amounts of certificates and revocation data, and redundant path computations upon these; below we elaborate
on these points:
To address the first point: a network of primary trust relationships is similar to a routing network,
in that each link (i.e. cryptographic datum) is labelled
with the addresses (i.e. names) which can be reached
through it. The requirement that end-user software
must construct a complete trust path is analogous to a
requirement that each host network card not only compute the entire route for its packets, but understand each
link-layer protocol along that route. This violates
modularity by making every point on the edge of a network dependent upon every link in the network. The
result is either going to be that new PKIs are prevented
from joining the system and changes are not made in an
effort to keep the system homogenous so that end-user
software will continue to function, or alternatively
every modification will force painful software upgrades
on the user population; we earlier called this situation
one of rigidity and brittleness. We will enumerate the
dependencies that cause this brittleness below:
To construct a certificate path requires retrieving certificates from one or various directories, com-
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prehending the syntax and semantics of each certificate,
applying a search algorithm appropriate to the PKI’s
trust topology to these certificates to determine candidate or partial paths, applying a revocation or validitychecking method to each certificate along such a path to
determine its validity, and iterating the above processes
until a complete and valid path has been built. This
process is thus dependent upon knowledge of directories and directory protocols (such as X.500[37],
LDAPv2[31], LDAPv3[32], or various proprietary protocols); certificate formats (such as X.509[25],
OpenPGP[18], or SPKI[38]) and their semantics (how
they express identities, attributes, and authorizations)
and their many different versions, profiles, policies,
extensions, unique identifiers, signature algorithms,
encoding quirks, etc.[39]; trust topologies (such as bidirectional hierarchies, top-down hierarchies, hybrids
such as bridge structures, meshes, etc.); and revocation/validity-checking methods (such as CRLs[25,26],
segmented CRLs[25,26], delta-CRLs[40], slidingwindow delta CRLs[41], OCSP[42], DPV/DPD[43],
etc.).
And these are only the complications that pertain to path construction; if we consider the management protocols between an end-entity and CA we find a
similar raft of competing, complex, and variablyimplemented protocols[44] such as PKCS #10[45] with
SSL[4], PKCS #10 with PKCS #7[46], CMP[47],
CMC[48], and SCEP[49]. In some of the above cases
we can expect convergence and stability as winners are
chosen and interoperability is pursued, but in other
cases, particularly those involving certificate semantics
and revocation strategies, there are substantial unresolved theoretical issues. In an environment of such
turmoil and complexity we can’t expect end-entity
software that supports anything but the simplest or most
homogenous PKI deployments to exist for some time.
Even disregarding this complaint, end-to-end
path construction suffers from being inefficient. Many
users, particularly within an enterprise, will share the
same trust anchor points and validation policies, and
thus the certificate paths they construct will be identical. Path construction is expensive because it requires
retrieving certificates and revocation information from
a potentially wide variety of sources and performing
expensive signature verifications and revocation lookups (or online status checks) upon these. Performing
revocation checking on end-user certificates is particularly taxing[50]: end-users generally have transient relationships with their certificate issuer (people get hired,
fired, demoted, etc.), and their private keys are highly
vulnerable to compromise or loss (people lose their
smart cards, forget their PINs, store their private keys
on unprotected computers, etc.). A large volume of
revocation information will thus be generated, and since
the costs of relying on a compromised private key are

high, end-entity software must frequently download the
latest revocation lists. In the case of a complex trust
topology, these costs are magnified: path construction is
not deterministic but requires sophisticated graph exploration algorithms that can ignore dead-ends and detect cycles; even if these algorithms work flawlessly
they may have to retrieve and consider a large number
of certificates before determining a path.
So for reasons of overcoupling and inefficiency, we feel that PKI’s reliance on end-user software
which processes messages from each CA to derive endto-end trust relationships is a poor design choice. A
better approach would be to have administrative nodes
derive trust relationships. For one thing, an administrative node could derive these relationships once and then
reuse them. For another thing, administrative nodes are
assumed to be under the control of a competent staff
who can configure them and upgrade their software
quickly, thus managing the complex coupling with the
infrastructure that trust derivation requires. Also, there
will be many fewer administrative nodes in an infrastructure than end-user nodes, so having to configure
and maintain them is less of a burden. The administrative nodes that end-users have direct access to we have
called DSs. Since end-users must have access to these
trust-derivations to make use of them, it follows that
DSs are where trust derivations should be performed, or
at least made accessible.
Now it should be noted that end-to-end derivation of trust relationships without online interaction
with intermediaries is impossible in a DS infrastructure,
because of the structure of primary trust relationships:
end-users do not have public keys which can be communicated widely, instead they have authentication
methods which can only be used to provide secure sessions with their DS. Thus, trust derivation will not only
begin at DSs, it must terminate at them as well, since it
is impossible to construct a path all the way to an enterprise member.
So we have located trust derivation; now the
question is how to perform it. Obviously we should use
PKI! Our criticisms of PKI are that it requires private
keys, that it requires a tight coupling between endentities and infrastructure, and that it is inefficient when
deployed to a large community of users with a high
revocation rate. But these criticisms don’t apply to
DSs: for one, DSs already have key pairs, and they are
maintained by a staff which can manage the challenges
involved in software that is tightly coupled to an infrastructure. Also, there are many fewer DSs then there
are end-users, and DSs are much less likely to be compromised than end-users, or to have a volatile relationship with the enterprise, so revocation rates will be
lower. Path construction will thus occur in a much
smaller and more stable environment, and in this environment the advantages of PKI come to the fore:
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namely, communication with and trust in intermediaries
is minimized. Given that cross-enterprise trust relationships will span the public Internet, where traffic analyzers and denial of service attackers may be lurking and
where occasional traffic outages and performance lags
occur; and given that cross-enterprise trust paths might
involve any number of intermediaries (governments,
industry consortiums, public CA maintainers, etc.),
there is clearly value in reducing communication with
these nodes and trust exposure to them.
Within the enterprise, it’s a completely different story. Private keys are burdensome for people,
desktop software is so widely deployed that complex
configurations and upgrades are difficult, enterprise
networks are reliable, high speed, and sheltered from
grosser forms of abuse, and though DS involvement
adds a new point of attack and failure to the infrastructure, it also adds a point of monitoring for the first point
of attack (the user’s credentials). Under the reasonable
assumptions that DSs are highly trusted, that credentials
are highly vulnerable, and that monitoring substantially
increases the ability to detect compromises, determine
their extent, and trace their source, this results in a net
increase in security.

3.3 Delegate Server Infrastructure
Pulling this all together: we are proposing that
DSs should possess key pairs and function as endentities in a PKI, and that enterprise members should
authenticate to DSs to secure their communications.
An efficient way to do this is for enterprise members to
perform bulk cryptographic operations involving symmetric keys and hash values, then call out to DSs only
to perform asymmetric cryptography upon these. We
will discuss protocol details in the next section. For
now, we should view the result as simply PKI applied
at the granularity of enterprises instead of individuals:
since functioning as a PKI end-entity is difficult for
both the user and his software, and since PKIs with
large numbers of volatile and vulnerable end-entities
have performance problems, we are applying PKI only
at a high level, and extending security down to the user
level with simpler and more user-friendly authentication mechanisms. Alternatively, we can view DSs as
simply an aggregation technique: a DS allows us to
treat a group of user nodes as a higher-level enterprise
node from the perspective of a higher-level cryptographic infrastructure. Though we’ve claimed this
higher-level infrastructure should be PKI, this is by no
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Enterprise Network 1
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Diagram. An example infrastructure showing two enterprises, each with a single DS and three clients. The thick gray lines represent trust relationships: primary trust relationships link DSs and clients, and DSs and CAs. The DSs construct paths to each other to establish a derived trust
relationship, shown as a broken gray line. The thin black lines represent network communication channels. Clients communicate with their DS
and with other clients in the same enterprise using the enterprise network. Clients communicate across enterprise boundaries using the Internet.
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means a foregone conclusion, and by no means the only
way we could knit DSs together. If end-user software
treats DS messages as opaque blobs of data, then we
can retain some flexibility for DSs to support whichever
algorithms, formats, and alternative infrastructure
strategies they desire. For example, when asked to encrypt a symmetric key to another DS, a DS could instead add a unique identifier to the key and forward it
over a secure channel to the other DS, then return this
identifier to the client as if it was the encrypted key.
From a user’s point of view, a DS infrastructure would be simple yet effective. Alice could sit
down at any computer that was inside her enterprise’s
network (or perhaps even outside it), configure the
computer with the address of her DS, and then, with
nothing more than her password, achieve confidential
and mutually authenticated communications using
email, file transfers, instant messaging, remote login,
web browsing, videoconferencing, etc.. From an administrator’s perspective a DS would be reasonably
easy to manage. The chief task would be to set up primary trust relationships with users, CAs, and other DSs,
and to configure the DS with whatever knowledge of
PKI systems was necessary to compute paths to other
DSs and end-entities (perhaps knowledge of remote
directories, certification policies, etc.). The chief ongoing maintenance would be the periodic replacement of
DS key pairs and user credentials, and detecting and
responding to credentials compromises.

3.4 Security Criticisms
Several criticisms could be directed against
DSs. For one, authentication methods like passwords
are generally considered much weaker than private
keys[51,52], but DSs would use strong authentication
protocols[5,6,24], forcing attackers to contact the DS to
verify each guess. A DS could detect and rebuff
guesses by slowdown or lockout mechanisms, and
could deter them by attempting to trace the attacker and
respond. Using randomly assigned passwords or enforcing a password-strength requirement should give
adequate security for many scenarios. For high security, one-time password devices can be used. Since
authentication credentials are easier to use than private
keys and thus easier to deploy widely and since abuse
can be detected and monitored, we believe that in most
scenarios our approach is more secure than giving users
private keys.
We have made much of the ability of DSs to
detect and manage compromises. We will give an example of how this might work: Alice would receive a
weekly usage statement from her DS. For each private
key operation Alice had performed, the statement
would list the date, time, IP address of the requestor,
and perhaps a plaintext string generated by Alice’s end-

user software saying things like “Signing document
ContractForBob” or “Decrypting message from Charlie
with subject ‘Meeting notes’”. Alice would review this
usage statement and compare it against a local log of
her activities; if she noticed illicit uses she would contact the DS and repudiate them, then cancel her credential and begin the process of getting a new one. Alice’s
DS could proactively notify the DSs that were on the
other end of any forged message authentication codes,
faked sessions, or illicitly decrypted messages, or perhaps could publish a revocation list containing these
which other DSs could check, and if one of them noticed that one of its users’ communications was affected, then this DS would notify the relevant user by
email or phone that certain of his communications had
been compromised. A DS could also monitor requests
in real time to detect suspicious patterns of activity such
as users performing operations during nonbusiness
hours or when on vacation, or the decryption of a tripwire message or authentication with a duress code;
when suspicious activity was detected the DS could
prompt the user for a backup password, lock him out,
pretend to be unreachable, trigger an alarm, generate a
warning message to the user’s email address, etc..
This should be contrasted to how a PKI handles compromise or loss of a private key. If Alice’s
private key is stolen covertly, the attacker could decrypt
all messages encrypted to her and could authenticate or
forge her signature without her receiving any indication
that this is occurring. If she does begin to suspect
something, she will have no way of knowing when the
attack occurred and how much data was compromised.
To be safe, she might have to repudiate everything ever
signed under the private key, and consider all messages
encrypted to it as compromised. Since PKI users typically have long-lived key pairs, this compromise could
affect a year or two’s worth of data. In sum, compromise of a private key is catastrophic in PKI; when using
DSs, compromise of a credential can be quickly detected, limited, and recovered from.
Another security criticism is that DSs provide
a high-value target for attacks. This is true: DSs are
completely trusted, not partially trusted like CAs. If a
DS was compromised, its private key could be used to
decrypt any messages encrypted to its users, forge any
of their signatures, or fake any of their authentications.
To reduce the risk of cryptanalytic attack, DSs should
be given large key pairs[53], and should change them
frequently. DSs should also destroy old private keys
once these reach a certain age, so a compromise of the
entire DS will only expose a limited amount of traffic;
this policy could impact the availability to users of their
own data; we will look at ways to mitigate this shortly.
The impact of compromise would also be lessened if
users availed themselves of protocols with perfect forward secrecy[54,55] when possible.
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As a matter of prudence DSs should be kept in
a physically secure location, and their private keys and
credentials-verifying data should only be handled
within a tamper-resistant secure coprocessor[21]. This
may not keep them safe from someone willing to take
the DS offline and who has the technical resources and
time to dissect the module and defeat its safeguards, but
it should prevent covert theft of cryptographic data by
attackers with intermittent physical access. When all
these steps are taken (large keys with short lifetimes
that are deleted at a certain age, physical protection of
DSs, hardware protection of cryptographic data), we
believe the security advantages offered by DSs outweigh their disadvantages. We also believe that it is
not possible to significantly reduce trust in a DS while
preserving its advantages; some private key delivery
servers store private keys encrypted by user passwords
so as to hide these keys from the server itself, but the
server could always launch an offline attack and probably recover any user’s password and private key.

3.5 Performance and Privacy Criticisms
A third criticism is that DSs are a potential
performance bottleneck because of the computational
cost of asymmetric cryptography. Given that computers are fast and getting faster, and that accelerator
cards costing less than two-thousand dollars currently
measure their speed in thousands of 1024-bit operations
per second[56], we think DSs could offer adequate performance for a reasonable price. Moreover, centralizing computation has the advantage that weak client
devices such as PDAs, cellphones, chat devices, web
appliances, etc., would not have to perform the calculations themselves; they could authenticate once to the
DS using lower bit length or elliptic curve calculations[57,58], then request multiple different operations
in a single DS session (decrypting dozens of messages,
encrypting and signing others, etc.).
Regardless, if the cost of constantly performing asymmetric operations was deemed too high, a
community of DSs could use Diffie-Hellman key pairs.
These key pairs would allow each DS in every pair to
perform a single asymmetric calculation to determine
the shared symmetric key it has with its partner, which
it could then cache and reuse. With the appropriate
protocols and data formats these symmetric keys could
be used for point-to-point security; they could not be
used for signatures (i.e. point-to-many message authentication) or anonymous encryption, but in a community
not requiring these operations the use of Diffie-Hellman
key pairs could eliminate asymmetric operations except
for periodic key agreements.
A fourth criticism is privacy. A DS can monitor all operations performed by its users, and thus can
harvest data about whom users communicate with and

when, what their work habits are, etc.. This is unavoidable; we can only hope the security benefits of monitoring and the ease of use benefits of DSs overwhelm this
deficiency. Theoretically, users could contact DSs using pseudonyms and untraceable channels, and could
distribute their operations under multiple different
names and DSs, and perhaps even blind[59,60] the data
they send to a DS so that it could not correlate user operations with intercepted communications, but users
capable of all this probably don’t need DSs in the first
place. A more feasible approach to privacy might be
for a secure coprocessor at the DS to encrypt audit trail
records so as to keep them hidden even from the DS
administrator, and only make the relevant records available to authenticated users[22].

3.6 Communications Criticisms
The most serious criticisms involve the online
communications required between users and DSs. The
channel between a user and DS may be subject to denial
of service attacks or traffic analysis[20], and may suffer
performance or availability problems. Inside an enterprise network we believe these are minor issues. On
the Internet, DSs should not be used for important timecritical communications, since an attacker or transient
network failure could render the DS unreachable for a
period of time. Internet DSs should also not be used
when extremely high performance is required, or when
the mere fact that a communication is occurring needs
to be hidden. Anyone designing DSs for Internet use
should take extreme care that the protocols are not exploitable and that they offer a measure of resistance to
denial of service attempts (by using stateless cookies,
for example[61]). Anyone deploying DSs on the Internet should take measures such as deploying redundant
DSs in separate locations with high-speed network access and ensuring a competent staff is on hand to ward
off crises.
Another concern with online communications
is that users cannot secure new communications or read
encrypted old ones when they are in environments
without network access. One partial solution to this,
and to the latency DSs introduce into asymmetric operations, is a persistent cache of symmetric keys and
hash values stored on the user’s machine. Whenever a
DS is contacted to perform a decryption or verification,
the result would be stored in this cache, and from then
on every time the user opened the same file or read the
same email these values would be fetched locally. The
cache would be encrypted, so that whenever a user
logged onto his computer he would have to contact the
DS to decrypt it. This would keep data in a stolen
computer secure and help detect illicit access (for example, by a coworker who knew your password and
read your emails while you were at lunch).
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If you knew you were going to be offline for a
period of time, you could leave the cache in a decrypted
state so that you could continue to access secure emails
and files without DS contact. Another benefit of this
cache is that it would keep alive messages that were
encrypted to private keys that the DS had expired. To
ensure that the cache itself does not expire, it could be
encrypted at the DS under a special long-term key, or
alternatively, every time the user contacted the DS the
cache could be re-encrypted under the DS’s current
private key. To reduce the dangers of cache compromise, users should be able to review and purge the contents of their cache. This cache would not allow users
to perform new operations when offline, but since the
user is offline and thus presumably not in a position to
communicate anyways, we consider this acceptable.

3.7 Delegate Server Interoperability
Despite all our arguments, DSs are inappropriate for some environments. If a user does not completely trust anyone but himself, if offline operation is
important or constant contact with a DS is too vulnerable, inefficient, or unreliable, or if no administrators
are willing to maintain a DS for this user, then he will
have to possess his own key pair and interact with PKI
on his own. Interoperability between non-DS and DS
users is assured because a non-DS user can be viewed
as merely a special-case DS: a DS’s key pair is used on
behalf of many people; a non-DS user’s key pair is used
on behalf of only one (himself).
In some environments, users may wish to use
DSs for some operations but not all. For example, a
user may wish to manage his own key pair but use a DS
for public key operations (i.e. encrypting and verifying), thus freeing himself from the burden of path computation. Alternatively, he might feel more secure using the DS’s key pair, but prefer to establish trust relationships with others himself.

3.8 Alternatives
Our criticisms of PKI are not novel. Various
proposals have attempted to address the vulnerability
and inconvenience of private key transport and the difficulty and expense of path construction. One approach
is not to use PKI at all, but to use an infrastructure like
Kerberos[28,29], which is entirely based around symmetric key trust relationships. We feel asymmetric
cryptography has significant advantages in minimizing
the trust and availability requirements placed on infrastructure nodes. However, there is a proposal to use
asymmetric cryptography for cross-realm authentication[62] in Kerberos which would realize these advantages but still allow users to authenticate to their local
server using passwords. The resulting hybrid infra-

structure is quite similar to what we are proposing. The
difference is that Kerberos only supports the establishment of symmetric keys between clients, whereas DSs
allow clients to perform asymmetric operations such as
signatures or anonymous encryptions. Also, whereas
Kerberos requires users to operate under an online
server, DSs are optional, and DS clients could seamlessly interoperate with conventional PKI users.
Turning now to proposals for improving PKI,
one approach to private key transport that we have already mentioned is the use of private key delivery servers[16], which make the private key more transportable
but leave it vulnerable to theft and offline abuse. Another approach is to use proxy certificates[63], which
are issued under a user’s regular certificate or under
another proxy certificate but are only valid for a limited
period of time and for a restricted set of uses. The generation of proxy certificates could be performed by the
user on his local machine or by an online service that
issues proxy certificates to users under proxy certificates that users had previously issued to it[64]. The
advantage of the proxy certificate approach is that longlived end-entity private keys can be kept in a highly
secure environment while the more exposed proxy certificate private keys are given limited validity periods
and privileges so as to minimize the damage done by a
compromise. Nonetheless, like any approach that gives
users control of private keys, the security benefits of
auditing and instant revocation are not available; in
addition, the transient nature of proxy certificates
makes them unsuitable for message confidentiality.
Short-lived certificates issued by online CAs[65] have
the same disadvantages, but eliminate the need for
long-lived end-entity certificates, while requiring
greater trust in the online service since it possesses a
long-lived CA private key instead of short-lived proxy
keys issued to it by various users.
An approach more like ours is the use of virtual smart card servers[66], where each user’s private
key is stored at a server which the user authenticates to
and requests operations from. These servers provide
the same portability, auditing, and message confidentiality benefits as DSs. As for path construction, protocols like DPV/DPD[43] and XKMS[67] have been proposed to allow clients to offload path construction to
servers, and we will assume that these work adequately.
Now if virtual smart card servers in conjunction with path construction servers accomplish the same
things as DSs but work with current PKI protocols and
data formats, isn’t that good enough? Why bother to
add explicit support for DSs? For a few reasons: For
one, storing end-entity private keys on a server abuses
certificate semantics: someone verifying an end-entity
signature will have no way of knowing that the corresponding private key was actually in the possession of a
third party. This is a significant fact and should be
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somehow represented. For another, a virtual smart card
server requires a separate certificate for each user; exchanging and updating these is inefficient and will reveal much information about enterprise members, including their affiliation with the enterprise, their contact
information, and the revocation status of their private
keys (which an attacker can check to determine whether
his compromise of a private key has been detected, for
example). A DS would need only a single certificate to
represent an entire enterprise, and wildcards within the
name forms (such as DNS names, IP addresses, telephone numbers, etc.) would not reveal anything about
the enterprise’s internal structure.
Another problem with current PKI technologies is that you can only revoke keys from a particular
date and time, you cannot revoke particular operations.
A DS could allow the user to sift through audit trails
after a compromise and revoke private key operations
on a fine-grained basis. Another advantage of DSs is
that if DS messages are treated as opaque by clients,
then DSs acquire significant flexibility in terms of algorithms, certificate formats, etc., and clients are shielded
from these details. For all these reasons (improved
semantics, fewer certificates, fine-grained revocation,
shielding client software from infrastructure), we believe that it is worthwhile to insert DS support into current PKI protocols and data formats. We will turn our
attention to this in the next section.

4

Protocols and Data Formats

Below is an example protocol demonstrating
DS-secured messages. We assume all communications
between clients and DSs are mutually authenticated and
confidential.
C1, C2:
S1, S2:
D1, D2:
E1, E2:
k:
m:
h():
k():
D1():
E2():

end-users
Delegate Servers for the respective end-users
Delegate Servers' private keys (RSA-like)
Delegate Servers' public keys (RSA-like)
symmetric encryption key
message
hash function
symmetric encryption function
asymmetric signature function
asymmetric encryption function

Signed Message
C1 → S1: h(m),C1
C1 ← S1: D1(h(m),C1)
C1 → C2: m,D1(h(m),C1)
C2 → S2: h(m),C1,D1(h(m),C1)
C2 ← S2: true|false

Encrypted Message
C1 → S1: k,C2
C1 ← S1: E2(k,C2)
C1 → C2: k(m),E2(k,C2)
C2 → S2: C2,E2(k,C2)
C2 ← S2: k
Signed and Encrypted Message
C1 → S1: h(m),C1,k,C2
C1 ← S1: D1(h(m),C1),E2(k,C2)
C1 → C2: k(m,D1(h(m),C1)),E2(k,C2)
C2 → S2: C2,E2(k,C2)
C2 ← S2: k
C2 → S2: h(m),C1,D1(h(m),C1)
C2 ← S2: true|false
If the sending and/or receiving clients were not
using DSs, the messages sent between clients would be
the same but the asymmetric keys D1 and E2 might
refer to the sender’s private key or the receiver’s public
key instead of to the corresponding DS keys, and clients
could perform the processing themselves without engaging DSs. In fact, clients could always perform public key operations (i.e. encrypting and verifying) without engaging their DSs, so we should be very clear that
only private key operations are rigorously auditable.
When DSs are employed, clients need only a
minimal understanding of the DS data blocks. From the
perspective of client software, the protocol looks like:
Signed and Encrypted Message (client perspective)
C1 → S1: h(m),C1,k,C2
C1 ← S1: X,Y
C1 → C2: k(m,X),Y
C2 → S2: C2,Y
C2 ← S2: k
C2 → S2: h(m),C1,X
C2 ← S2: true|false
This gives the protocol a pluggable structure,
allowing the DS blocks to change without affecting
client software (to incorporate a new asymmetric algorithm or data format, for example).

4.1 Operation Certificates
To emphasize the differences between the DS
and non-DS approaches, consider what a non-DS
signed and encrypted message would look like:
Signed and Encrypted Message (without DSs)
C1 → C2: k(m,D1(h(m)),E2(k)
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First, since the asymmetric keys uniquely
identify end-entities, there is no need to bind sender or
receiver names into the data format. Second, there are
obviously no sideband protocol exchanges with DSs.
When retrofitting DS support, then, we must determine
some standard representation of the DS signature and
encryption blocks X and Y which will allow us to represent operations and the names they apply to in a
packaged format whose processing can be delegated to
DSs.
One way to address these tasks is to embed
names into the data structures used to represent signed
hashes or encrypted keys. A name that was bound to a
signature would be a declarative statement from the
signer about whom the signature was produced on behalf of. A name that was bound to an encryption would
be an imperative statement to the encryptee about
whom the encrypted data is destined for.
For example, to produce a delegated XML
Signature[68], a client could authenticate to his DS and
forward it a ds:SignedInfo containing the hash values
the client would like signed. The DS would add a
SAML[9]
Authentication
Assertion
as
a
ds:SignatureProperty, then sign the resultant
ds:SignedInfo and return a ds:Signature to the client.
The Authentication Assertion would name the client,
the authentication method he used, and advice or conditions relating to these. To validate an XML Signature
using a DS, a client could validate each hash within the
ds:SignedInfo himself, then forward the ds:Signature
structure to his DS and receive back a boolean.
To produce an XML Encryption[69] targeted
to a DS client, one would encrypt some data with a
symmetric content encryption key, then generate an
XACML[70] xacml:policyStatement that expresses to
whom you would like the content encryption key delivered, and encrypt this xacml:policyStatement with a
symmetric policy encrytion key. Then one would generate a symmetric key encryption key and encrypt both
the content and policy encryption keys with it, and finally encrypt the key encryption key with the DS’s public key. The client who received all these data would
authenticate to his DS and forward them to it. The DS
would recover the content encryption key and the
xacml:policyStatement, then evaluate the policy statement against the client’s Authentication Assertion, and
return the content encryption key to the client if access
is permitted. The use of an access control language like
XACML would allow the sender to specify the intended
recipients in sophisticated terms (i.e.: “give this key to
Bob or Carol, but only if they have a Top Secret clearance, and only if they authenticate with a hardware token”).
To verify a DS-produced signature, or encrypt
to a DS client, one must be capable of determining the
DS public key. We could incorporate a flag into a

ds:KeyInfo to represent DS public keys, and perhaps
even add an xacml:policyStatement into a ds:KeyInfo
to express to whom and for what the key should be used
for. Someone wanting to encrypt a message to Bob
could perform an XKMS[67] query and receive back an
explicitly flagged DS key, and would thus know to embed an xacml:policyStatement into the encryption to
represent the intended final recipient.
But XKMS is only intended as an interface to
PKI, so this raises the question of how we can represent
DSs within PKI data formats. For example, we would
need to modify the X.509 certificate format to support
DS certificates as opposed to CA or end-entity certificates. DS certificates would be like CA certificates in
that they are authoritative over some group of users
(they should support the name constraints extension to
express which group), but like end-entity certificates in
that the corresponding private key can perform signatures or be encrypted to directly. We could add a boolean into the basic contraints extension to identify DS
certificates (which might also be CA certificates, allowing a DS to not only perform operations for clients, but
perhaps issue these clients short-lived certificates).
We might also wish to retrofit DS support into
PKI protocols that don’t use XML, such as SSL[4] or
S/MIME[71]. As we recall, adding DS support requires
a standard format for representing signature and
encryption operations with names bound into them. In
XML there are standard formats for representing signatures and encryptions which we could easily add names
into. In the X.509 PKI world there are not; however,
instead of binding names into operations, we can add
operations into bound names. In other words, we can
generalize the notion of certificates so that instead of
only binding names to public keys, certificates can bind
names to hashes as well, and thus represent delegated
signatures, and we can also invert the notion of signed
certificates to yield encrypted certificates, which are
imperative requests that a binding should be made to
exist in the future, instead of declarative assertions that
a binding did exist in the past.
In more detail, consider an X.509 end-entity
certificate. Typically such a certificate is said to bind a
name to a key. In truth, it binds not only a name, but
also a serial number so the certificate can be referred to
later and possibly revoked, a validity interval which
delimits the binding in time, and a policy which clarifies the binding’s semantics. And when we say that
these things are bound to a key, we really mean that
they are bound to the particular operations performed
by this key: that is, that they are attributes of the signatures which it verifies and the encryptions it can be used
to produce. In other words, an X.509 certificate is a
mechanism for binding (within the limits of a validity
period and policy) an end-user name and a serial number to operations as expressed through the indirection of
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a public key.
It seems logical, then, to use certificates to
bind these same attributes directly to particular operations. For example, consider an end-entity who wants
to sign a document with his private key. He could hash
the document and then collect this hash along with a
serial number, a validity interval, and a policy, and then
use his private key to sign these, producing a signature
operation certificate (OC). The serial number would
allow him to later revoke this particular signature by
including its number in a revocation list. The validity
interval would allow him to represent the time period
over which he is asserting this binding. The policy
would allow him to express the particular semantics of
his signature on this document. Someone verifying this
signature should validate the entire certificate chain,
including first the CA certificates, then the end-entity
certificate, and finally the OC, before extracting and
checking the hash value inside the OC.
An encryption OC would be similar to a signature OC but would contain a symmetric encryption key
instead of a hash value, and would be encrypted to the
target’s public key, instead of signed by the issuer’s
private key. The policy identifier would identify a request instead of a statement: that is, instead of a statement from the signer saying “I authenticated Alice to
degree X and assume liability Y for the assertion that
this data is associated with her”, it would say “Please
authenticate Bob to degree X and only deliver this data
to him if you are willing to assume liability Y”. One
difference between signature and encryption OCs is that
signature OCs represent past occurrences, whereas encryption OCs represent conditions on future occurences
(mirroring the distinction between SAML assertions
and XACML policies). Thus while signature OCs
would be similar to end-entity certificates in that they
bind a particular name, encryption OCs would be like
CA certificates in that they might bind a range of names
(using the name constraints extension), representing all
the users who would be allowed to decrypt this data.
Looking back at our protocol diagrams, the
D1(h(m),C1) blocks represent signature OCs, and the
E2(k,C2) blocks represent encryption OCs. The chief
problem with OCs is that they don’t yet exist: current
cryptographic protocols and data formats such as
CMS[72] (used by the S/MIME email security standard) or TLS[73] (derived from SSL) would need surgery to support them. Below we will consider exactly
what this entails.
A signature OC will be mostly identical to an
end-entity OC except that the issuer field will refer to
the end-entity certificate or DS certificate that issued it,
and the subjectPublicKeyInfo field will be replaced by
digestAlgorithm and digestValue fields. An encryption
OC will be a little different; in particular, its top-level
structure will be something like this:

EncryptionOperationCertificate ::= Sequence{
encryptedCertificate EncryptedCertificate
encryptionAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier
encryptedKey
BIT STRING
target
TargetIdentifier }
Instead of this:
Certificate ::= Sequence{
tbsCertificate
TBSCertificate
signatureAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier
signatureValue
BIT STRING}
It may be desirable to support signature and
encryption OCs that have both an issuer and a target, so
that hash values and encryption keys could be transmitted securely using key agreement algorithms, and this
could be done with straightforward extensions to the
EncryptionOperationCertificate.
Clients could create and process OCs on their
own or by authenticating to DSs and engaging in a request/response protocol. We could use TLS for confidential and authenticated session establishment, and
modify it to support SRP for mutual authentication[74]
between the client and server. The request/response
protocol would allow clients to request signature OCs
along with the certificate chains leading up to them by
sending hash values and to-be-signed attributes to DSs,
and to request encryption OCs by sending symmetric
encryption keys and the names of intended recipients to
DSs. We would also want to allow clients some input
into the validity and policy fields of the OCs, and allow
clients to retrieve the certificate chain up to their DS in
a separate step from procuring an OC, for use in protocols where one party sends a certificate chain to a second who then encrypts something to the first’s certificate (such as TLS). To process OCs (i.e. to verify signatures and extract symmetric encryption keys) would
involve similar protocol exchanges.
OCs would work with revocation-checking
mechanisms such as CRLs and OCSP. The issuer
(whether an end-entity or DS) would be capable of revoking signature OCs, and the target (whether an endentity or DS) would be capable of revoking encryption
OCs. Reason codes should be added that are suitable
for use by DSs and end-entities. For example, DSs
should be able to specify that an operation was revoked
because it was accessed using stolen credentials. Revocation-checking of OCs would not need to take place
for online operations where timeliness was guaranteed
(such as verifying a signature OC on a nonce). For
operations where the overhead of retrieving and checking CRLs is too great, revocation-checking can be deferred and done periodically: for example, a DS might
download all CRLs only at midnight every day and then
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compare them against its audit logs to determine if any
of its users were affected. For point-to-point operations
(i.e. operations involving key agreement, or where signature and encryption OCs have been cryptographically
linked in some way), the DSs can notify only the affected parties instead of having to make the revocation
public.

4.2 Using Operation Certificates
Finally, we need to add OCs into application
protocols and data formats. These formats already have
ways of representing signed hashes and encrypted keys,
and we will simply replace these older representations
with the corresponding OCs. For example, a CMS
SignerInfo could be changed from something like this:
SignerInfo ::= Sequence{
version
CMSVersion
sid
SignerIdentifier
digestAlgorithm
DigestAlgorithmIdentifier
signedAttrs
SignedAttributes
signatureAlgorithm SignatureAlgorithmIdentifier
signature
SignatureValue
unsignedAttrs
UnsignedAttributes}
To this:
NewSignerInfo ::= Choice{
oldSignerInfo
SignerInfo
opSignerInfo
OperationSignerInfo}
OperationSignerInfo ::= Sequence {
version
CMSVersion
signOpCert
SignatureOperationCertificate
unsignedAttrs
UnsignedAttributes}
The sid, digestAlgorithm, signatureAlgorithm,
and signature fields would all be replaced by the signature OC, and the signed attributes could be incorporated
into the OC as extensions. To add DS-based encryption
to CMS, we could extend the RecipientInfo type with:
OperationRecipientInfo ::= Sequence{
version
CMSVersion
encryptOpCert
EncryptionOperationCertificate}
To add DS support to TLS we could similarly
replace the Signature structure with a signature OC and
replace the EncryptedPreMasterSecret with an encryption OC. On these lines, we believe any public key
protocol or format (such as ssh[75], IPsec[76],
OpenPGP[18], etc.) could be retrofitted to use OCs.
In sum, OCs are a powerful primitive even
apart from DSs. OCs extend certificate validation to
the level of particular operations, allowing policies and

validity periods to be bound to operations, signed and
encrypted attributes to be incorporated into them, and
revocation-checking to occur upon them. By defining a
standard structure that uses asymmetric keys to secure
this information and bind it to hash values and symmetric keys, protocol designers are given a higher-level
building block that makes their job easier. With DSs,
OCs become even more valuable, since OCs allow the
binding of names to particular operations and can be
easily passed back and forth between clients and DSs
and embedded in protocols.
It may be objected that we are abusing the notion of certificates, but we feel that we are generalizing
it in a coherent way. A conventional certificate authenticates a binding between attributes such as names and a
public key and qualifies this binding via policies, validity periods, etc.. This public key can then be used to
produce authenticated or confidential bindings between
these attributes (or some subset of them) and further
data. In the case where an authenticated binding is produced between attributes and another public key, this is
called a certificate.
In our opinion, this is a restrictive notion of
certificates: the idea of a qualified binding between
attributes and data is sufficiently important and general
that the same data format and terminology should be
used when binding attributes to data that are not public
keys (i.e. OCs) and when producing confidential instead of authenticated bindings (i.e. encryption OCs
versus signature OCs). By treating all such bindings
consistently, the scope of concepts such as revocationchecking, policies, and validity intervals is increased,
and the bindings are packaged into a standard format
which makes it easy to reuse them in the context of
different protocols and easy to delegate their processing
to DSs. This approach seems promising, but it clearly
needs a much more thorough analysis and explication
then we have provided here.

5

Conclusion

Delegated cryptography splits the problem of
end-to-end security into an intra-enterprise portion that
can be addressed with authentication techniques and an
inter-enterprise portion that can be addressed with PKI.
This exploits the strengths and avoids the weaknesses
of both technologies: Authentication techniques are
easy to use and widely deployed, but can only secure
interactive sessions between two parties. PKI can secure sessions or messages between a large number of
parties, but imposes complex and difficult burdens on
these parties. By using authentication techniques to
access a PKI-enabled server we can confine the burdens
of PKI to a single point within an enterprise while making its benefits available throughout.
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There are proposals to improve authentication
techniques by having one authentication stand in for
several (single sign-on), and to improve PKI through
piecemeal delegation of various functions (private key
storage, path construction, etc.). We believe these proposals are in the right direction but don’t go far enough.
We think authentication should be used to access more
than simply further authentications, and that delegation
should be pushed to its logical extreme. Taken together, these points indicate an infrastructure that would
be easy to use, easy to write software for, full-featured,
highly secure, and efficient, and could be built on top of
the data formats and protocols in use today. We encourage and hope to participate in further research in
this direction.
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